
Data-driven clarity  
for managing  
discount requests  
with confidence
Opaque, fragmented invoices make it tough to
know what you owe. The cost of noncompliant
discounts is growing. And the impact to your
revenue is increasingly painful.

Kalderos for Manufacturers
Powered by machine learning and built  
to ingest claims-level data, Kalderos  
for Manufacturers offers a unified view of  
all drug discount transactions and the 
advanced algorithms to accurately assess 
each one.

When you know what you owe, you  
can pay what you owe, and put an end  
to the revenue leakage caused by  
noncompliant discounts.

Kalderos MDRP Discount Monitoring
and 340B Pay

Kalderos’ first-of-its-kind digital platform provides
modern, cloud-based solutions for holistic Drug
Discount Management across programs, identifying
the noncompliance that other approaches miss.

www.kalderos.com/manufacturers
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Simplify workflows
Replace disconnected spreadsheets with
a platform-based, tech-forward approach
so your team wins back time to focus on
what matters.

Tech-first approach
Cloud-based solutions for a seamless, scalable
experience with automatic upgrades

Collaborative network
Empowering manufacturers, providers and payers to
communicate and collaborate for the good of patients

Unique insights into 340B
Proprietary access to the world’s largest dataset of
verified duplicate discounts and a built-in tool to easily
manage good faith inquiries

Industry experts 
Our solution users are supported by experts across roles 
and backgrounds, creating a true business partnership.

www.kalderos.com/manufacturers

Successfully resolve disputes
MDRP Discount Monitoring is built to support  
every aspect of the dispute resolution process.

End revenue leakage
A proactive tool to preempt revenue  
leakage by detecting noncompliant  
drug discount requests that conventional  
approaches miss.

Coordinate across programs
From 340B to MDRP and beyond,  
manufacturers can have confidence  
the right discount is being paid.

Built for impact
at every scale What sets Kalderos apart?

Learn more

Get in touch today and begin your journey
toward drug discount clarity.

http://www.kalderos.com/manufacturers

